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It’s tough to satisfy the demanding requirements

of today’s manufacturing buyers and engineers.

At least, that’s what the competitors who have

come and gone over the past seven decades

always say.

At Robert McKeown, we see it a little differently.

Satisfying customers isn’t tough — it’s what our

business is all about. The more demanding the 

customer, the better they like us.

Ready availability of hard-to-find electronic 

supplies and materials is just part of the 

Robert McKeown story. We also add value  

with our comprehensive Customer-First service

offering — designed, top-to-bottom, to keep 

YOU running at peak efficiency, no matter what.

Interested in 
our capabilities?
Send an e-mail to applications@robertmckeown.com

and attach an autoCAD .dxf or .dwg file or 

fax a drawing, specify the materials and we will

be happy to quote your application needs. We

specialize in short-run and quick turn-around.

Supporting manufacturers since 1937.
What can we do for you?

Since 1937, Robert McKeown
has helped manufacturers 
solve difficult design problems.
At our new ProtoFast Design
Center, we offer state-of-the art
protoyping equipment along
with an engineering staff that
can help you choose from a
wide variety of materials and
optimize production efficiency.
Our staff can reduce your
design costs and eliminate the
expensive, time consuming
process of getting protoype 
die cut parts with no expensive
tooling involved.

ProtoFast Design Center
Through constant investment in equipment and processes, Robert
McKeown can offer world-class custom fabrication. Our new CAD 
X-Y programmable die cutter enables us to meet your demands for
quick turnaround. Our inventory holds the newest materials from
some of the world’s best suppliers as well as thousands of obscure,
niche products you can choose from.

Value-Added Engineering Support
With our in-house engineering staff, it is easy for us to help you with
your design needs and material selection. Send us your CAD drawings
and we will produce prototypes with your materials or ours. Our
understanding of agency compliance issues, material properties, and
installation costs help to contribute to a cost-effective end product.

Express Samples
Give us your drawings today and we’ll give you samples tomorrow.
At Robert McKeown, it’s that simple.

We Specialize in Application
Assistance for New Product Design
and Existing Product Re-Design


